RC-400 Wireless Tablet Remote Control
USER MANUAL REV 1A
Setup & Operation

An Android based wireless application designed to remotely control the
SETUP and RUNNING of a LINUX based PC running CommandCNC™ as a
CNC controller.
Copyright Notice:

All content of this document is protected under the copyright laws of the United States. This document
may be reproduced by Owners/Users of the RC-400 Wireless Remote Console for their internal use only. Any other reproduction is
prohibited without the written consent of Fourhills Designs, LLC
The name CommandCNC or COMMANDCNC is a trademark
of Fourhills Designs, LLC. Android is a trademark of Google and its parent company.

RC-400 is custom designed to run on a high resolution (600 X 1024) tablet with interactive
buttons. It uses the reliable 802.11 Standard WIFI via low cost and easy to source WIFI
routers. Unlike Bluetooth that has to be “Paired”, that has limited range, and is basically
limited to about 10 to 30 feet line-of-sight, it provides a robust high speed bidirectional data
interface with error correction and built in security. Most WIFI routers can cover hundreds to
thousands of square feet and have good noise immunity. WIFI mesh networks and repeaters
extend the distance and can mix with wired networks and multiple devices.
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Set WORK zeros for XYZ and (A)
Display position of XYZA (DRO’s)
Home XYZ and (A)
Display CONNECTED /DISCONNECTED
Jog XY and Z in + and – directions
Jog X and Y in 45 degree diagonal directions
Change JOG speeds from SLOW to MED to
FAST by tapping buttons
Change JOG TYPE from CONTINUOUS to
INCREMENTAL
Set incremental JOG to .001, .01 and .1 unit
increments with button push.
Perform Manual TOUCH OFF function
Perform LOAD MATERIAL function
Change from E-STOP to RUNNING. Single
button E-STOP shuts down all motion and
outputs
Control up to 6 outputs. Two button safety
interlock. Prevents accidental activation
Visible Status of WIFI connection
Auto-E-STOP on loss of CONNECTION if code
is running
RUN/SETUP/INFO Master Menu Buttons
UPPER Display window is Multi function
Display Select Buttons
Window Scroll/Select buttons
Finger swipe Scroll and Select
CUT FILES button shows .ngc files located on
CommandCNC PC in nc_files FOLDER
Scroll and Select displayed file names

++
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23. Selected file LOADS to cut.
24. CODE DISPLAY shows G-CODE of loaded file, line
by line. Code can be scrolled UP and DOWN
25. G-Code line can be highlighted (Selected) for a
process
26. DRO DISPLAY Shows XYZA positions as code runs
27. Supports RUN PAUSE and STOP of code execution
28. Supports RUN FROM function to start code at
selected LINE
29. Display Code as it runs and LINE NUMBER
30. Shows ACTUAL Feedrate in Real Time.
31. Allows Feedrate Override of +200 and -25 from
100%
32. DTHC panel displays when using Plasma Config.
33. Real Time Status display of UP/DOWN/DTHC
DELAY/and HOLD while running in Plasma Mode
34. Change PRESET VOLTS before or during a cut.
Bump bar with arrows.
35. Enable/Disable DTHC AUTO Mode
36. TURN DTHC ON/OFF
37. Disable TORCH fire for testing
38. DTHC ONLINE Status LED shows RS485 comm
status

39. Changes to ROUTER display when a Router
CONFIG is loaded. Supports both SIMPLE
and new Stall Prevention Modes and
controls
40. Manual setup buttons for Router Bit Semi Automated Tool change (SATC ) with buttons
for Move to Tool Change preset and Perform
Tool Setter Move for first tool length offset.
41. Support for OXY – FUEL operation with
Manual Z Up and Down JOG while running
code (Manual THC)
42. Manual Override of Feedrate in all types of
cutting (FRO)
43. Running Code Pause and Resume at any
time
44. Screen Messages show up on Message Bar
on RC-400 screen including tool change
prompts
45. Supports RUN PAUSE and STOP of code
execution

46. Any Error codes show up in Message Bar
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Actual Screen shots of the RC-400
Remote Console Running in Plasma
Mode.
It is designed to be able to start a CONFIG
at the Console and the RC-400 will
connect and auto – configure itself to run
that type Config. The Congfig must be
setup to run the Remote Console and the
CommandCNC™ PC/Console must be
licensed to the specific Tablet ID.
The current list shows the main features;
there will be future features added. To
upgrade, the user must simply install a
newer version of the tablet APPLICATION.
Some advanced features MAY require an
upgrade of CommandCNC.
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Wireless Network Setup
The process of using the RC-400 Remote Console for CommandCNC™ begins with having
access to a Wireless Network (aka WIFI) using standard frequencies and protocols. WIFI is
used extensively in both public and private venues. The WLAN specs were introduced as
802.11 originally and there have been updates up to 802.11ax. Each update has added
bandwidth (faster speeds) and better performance and better range. Newer WIFI routers use
dual frequency transmitters and multiple channels per frequency to limit interference and
interaction with other devices in the same bands. The 802.11 standard provides several
distinct radio frequency bands for use in Wi-Fi communications: 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz, 3.6 GHz,
4.9 GHz, 5 GHz, 5.9 GHz, 6 GHz and 60 GHz. Each band is divided into a multitude of
channels. Typically the higher the frequency the more “line-of-sight” is needed. Most
common in WIFI routers are the 2.4 GHz and the 5 Gz bands. Lower frequency bands are
most often used for Point-to-Point communication. WIFI has become faster and more
reliable over the past 10 years and a lot of modern equipment comes with WIFI installed.
WIFI should not be confused with Bluetooth which was developed for short range device to
device communications and does not have the error checking and power that the 802.11
based devices have. In the most widely used mode, transmission power is limited to 2.5
milliwatts, giving it a very short range of up to 10 meters (33 ft). WIFI can have hundreds to
thousands of feet of effective range and will do “many-to-one” device connections. Multiple
devices can connect to multiple resources or to each other. It allows interface to a Network
of Ethernet connected PC, storage devices and file servers. It works with Windows, LINUX,
MAC, and Android type devices. While WIFI can be blocked by metal and denser objects
and won’t transmit though metal walls/buildings or thick concrete, it’s a lot more reliable than
Bluetooth and less susceptible to interference from other devices RF. The downside is that
WIFI is somewhat more complex to setup.
This manual is designed to allow you to use either an exiting in-house WIFI, or to setup an
inexpensive WIFI router and use it just for the RC400 tablet connection or to utilize other WIFI
or wired Ethernet devices in your workflow.
First we will look at typical local wireless tablet connections. The setup can be as simple as a
wireless WIFI router and the RC400 tablet to a WIFI connected LINUX Control PC at the CNC
Machine, or as complex as a mixed network with Internet access and remote dial-in.
Regardless, the process of getting the Wireless Table (RC400) running CommandCNCRemote™ setup and connected to it’s host PC running CommandCNC™ is the first step.
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Control
Workstation
running
CommandCNC
version 1.3 .X

A simple LOCAL WIFI setup with OPTIONAL CAD/Drawing/CAM design software.
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The Quick and Easy Three Device WIFI Setup
If all you want is to setup an RC-400 Wireless Tablet, a WIFI ROUTER and the PC running
CommandCNC™, then follow these simple steps.
1. Purchase a new WIFI router or a refurbished router that has been reset to factory defaults.
Buy the least expensive WIFI router with a built in Ethernet hub (about $40.00 or less).
2. Turn the router over and find the router SSID (name) and the Password (ID) and write
them down or take a close up photo with your phone.

3. Plug the Router in and find the power button and turn it ON (usually a push button or
rocker switch in the back). It will “Boot” and the WIFI light will come on steady.
4. Get the RC400 Wireless tablet and make sure its charged and start it by holding down
the control button (most tablets have three buttons: UP and DOWN Volume are together and
the third is the Control button.) You use it to START, turn off the screen, and shutdown the
tablet, Hold it down to “boot” (Start) the OS and get the menu and icons. You may need to
use a finger “swipe” up to get to the starting menu.
5. Find the SETTINGS ICON (GEAR) and select it.
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7. In SETTINGS find the INTERNET (or WIFI) Menu Option.

Internet
Menu Option

WIFI
Connection
INFO

WIFI
Connection
ON/OFF

8. Your WIFI Mode may not show the new Router under WIFI. If not, hit the WIFI
Preferences Menu item. Hit the GEAR to see details on any listed WIFI. You may need to
use the ADD NETWORK
If no networks shows up
Or it not the new router
Then
Use ADD
NETWORK to
Add the new router

This may be OFF
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9. In the ADD NETWORK enter the SSID Name into the Network Name box. Use the
EXACT letters and numbers with CAPS if listed that way.
Enter the PASSWORD from the back of the router (AKA ID #) into the SECURITY box.
Hit SAVE to save the setting.

SSID and
Password

Go back to the WIFI and make sure the tablet connects to the WIFI router. If it does not, go
back though the steps again and make sure the router is showing its ACTIVE and that you
have the INTERNET and WIFI enabled on the tablet.
10. NOW, once you get the tablet connected to the WIFI Router, turn on the
CommandCNC™ PC. The WIFI will be activated unless you bought the unit prior to the
release of the RC400 tablet. You may need to perform setting up the WIFI on the PC (top of
the page wireless icon) and do the same SSID and Password steps to get it to connect. The
name of the Router will show up when you click the Wireless ICON on the PC.
THAT’S IT! Once you have both devices talking to the same Router via wireless (WIFI), they
can talk to each other. You can skip the USING EXISTING NETWORK Section and go to the

Getting connection between RC-400 Wireless Tablet and CommandCNC
PC:
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Using An Existing WIFI Network
An existing network can be a Public or Private type network where various PCs, printers, and
gateways may be attached. Most networks are private and are local to allow workstations and
users to access local network resources like a central file server, other PCs (shared Folders)
and devices (printers, Internet gateways). Getting access to the network requires that you
can see the WIFI router and that you can log into the router. Depending on how the network is
configured, you may or may not have access to all or any of the resources. This instruction is
not to cover internal network security or access but to setup a communication channel
between the Control PC for the CNC machine and the wireless tablet.
The Control PC is running LINUX and typically has one Ethernet port dedicated to the motion
controller. Connection to the network (LAN) is usually via a wireless (WIFI) channel. While a
router can be setup to allow a WIFI connected computer to access other network devices, the
focus of this instruction is to connect the RC-400 Remote Console Tablet to the Linux control
computer running CommandCNC™.
The first thing to do is to make sure the WIFI is enabled on the Linux Control PC. There will
be a WIFI icon (usually upper right menu) that when you left click it opens an information
panel that shows you all of your network connections.

Note: When you open the panel there is a checkbox to enable WIFI connections that has to
be checked.
Once that is done and it’s opened again, the WIFI networks that are available will show up. If
you select the one you want you can Click on Network Connections.
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NOTE: The listed networks (SSIDs) are
ones that are in our test setup and only one is active (current). Your listing will be completely
different. You will need to get the information for the correct net to use and the security
password from your Network Administrator.
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SAMPLE of information screen. Your information will be different.
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This is the place to enter the access password. It will not show up automatically. You
will need to get this from the Network Administrator.
Once you have entered the correct SSID selection and password, it should show the
connected ICON and show the SSID name when you click on the network icon in the
upper right screen.
NOTE: The above screens are from the XUBUNTU 18.04 screens shipped on the Mini
PCs with CommandCNC™™
Once you have the CommandCNC PC connected to the router you MAY be able to see
other resources on the network or you may only be able to use the router for the WIFI
connection. In order to use the RC400 Remote Console Tablet, it must be setup with
WIFI enabled and with the same SSID and Password. If you have connection to the
existing WIFI with the CommandCNC PC, then skip the next section on setting up a
new wireless router/network and go to the RC-400 tablet setup section.
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Setting Up a New Wireless Router Network
This section is for an install where there is no existing WIFI connection available or the desire
is to keep the RC-400 to the CommandCNC PC local and separate.
Things to do:
1. Find and purchase a Wireless router. There are dozens of brands and types. You can
get routers that are strictly wireless. You can get models that have an Ethernet port or Ports
and possible a WAN port. Being able to connect other devices to the router via Ethernet is
not part of the process of getting connection between the RC-400 and the LINUX based
CommandCNC control computer. Prices vary from as low as $26.00 to almost $200.00. For
a limited access (local) WIFI, there is no need to pay more than what you need in features.
While dual band is nice and support for 1G Ethernet and lots of connected devices may be
worthwhile, in most circumstances those are not needed. The most popular brands are: TPLink, NetGear, and Linksys.

Sample of a TPLink AC1200 showing the back connection ports.
2. Inspect the Router. Usually the factory SSID and Password are printed on the label on
the bottom or back of the device. The Manual is your FRIEND!..
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It may seem confusing and there are sections about TCP/IG and setting up a LAN connection
that are only needed if you want to involve more computers and use the router to interface
between a Local Area Network (LAN) and the CommandCNC PC or possibly use a browser
on the tablet (not recommended). Setting up networks and assigning “shares” and doing
security is a subject that will not be covered here.
What to do if its not a new Router:
1. First, find and download the user manual. If you cannot find a user manual, it might be
best to avoid that device. The manual should give you the procedure to reset the router to
factory defaults and list what those are.
2. Then, reset the router and treat it like its a new one out of the box.

Facts:
1. Device SSID is factory assigned. It will vary by device, so a general manual will not
have the correct information. The Device SSID is normally on the label on the bottom.
2. The device password to access the router setup software program is on the same label.
There are typically several ways to access the management software as the ADMIN. You
have to know the device IP address and use a computer that is on the same “sub net”.
Here is an example: If the default IP address of the Router is 192-168.1.1 in order to talk to it
you have to have a computer connected via Ethernet and have that computer setup with a
FIXED IP address of 192.168.1.XX where XX is any number but the one the router uses. A
“Subnet” is any computer/device on the same address with the first three numbers in common
(in this case 192.168.1.) The manual will give you the instructions for connecting to and
talking to the ADMIN interface of that router.
NOTE: You do not need to get into the ADMIN application to do a simple WIFI setup with no
Ethernet connections . You should be able to simply turn on the router, see its signal and its
SSID and use the default password on its label to use it. Any PC that has that info can use it
to pass traffic back and forth to another device.
With the ADMIN management application, you can change the network information (IP
address, change the ADMIN password, and change the network security settings.
You can access the router remotely via wifi with a web browser. The user manual will cover
that process.
The devices that use the router have to either be connected via the Ethernet and be on the
same subnet OR use the WIFI link and its connection at the PC or the tablet. Once again,
network setup and things like DHCP and Net Masks are not about WIFI and are not covered
here.
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Label on bottom of a TP-Link Router with SSID for two channels and password (PIN
is PW in YELLOW)

Note: You SSID and Password will be different. This image for illustration only.
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The LINUX PC (CommandCNC™ PC)
As part of your system from CandCNC, you will have a PC pre-loaded with
XUBUNTU 18.04 and a custom Real Time Kernel. As part of the install you will need to
update your Version of CommandCNC™. The wireless version needs to be installed on a
recent 64 bit version of Linux.
Check the following:
1. Boot your LINUX PC up and go to the MENU and select the TERMINAL.
2. At the prompt plasma-plasma-NC03: $
type: the following:
hostnamectl
It should return a screen similar to this one:

The important parts are the Operating System, Kernel and Architecture.
If the system is not 64 bit, it needs to be upgraded. Contact Tech support at CandCNC.
If the Kernel is older, then it needs to be upgraded. There will be an upgrade on the memory
chip you are sent with the RC-400 and it needs to be applied PRIOR to the new version of
CommandCNC on the memory chip.
To see the version of CommandCNC™ start any Config from its icon and open the
HELP/ABOUT screen.
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HELP/ABOUT screen
Note: Older Versions may not have the System ID:

The following link lets you upgrade the Real Time Kernel from the 4.X. series to
the 5.10.52
YOU NEED TO BE RUNNING 64 BIT LINUX OS AND RECENT KERNEL VERSION TO
RUN COMMANDCNC updates higher than 1.2.9.X
https://www.candcnc.net/commandcnc/cncxf/kernel_5.10.52-rt47_update.run.zip
or you can copy it from the Memory Stick to the Downloads folder. DO NOT try to
unzip it on the memory stick then copy that to the CommandCNC PC. It won’t work.
Move the file to your Downloads folder on the CommandCNC PC and right click and
Select “Extract here” and it unzips and gives you the .run file that you can double click
and run. You will be prompted for Root password (“plasma”) and it will update your
Kernel.
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The CommandCNC update will be on the Memory stick. It will have the name/structure
like: commandcnc_update_1.3.X.X_amd64.run.zip where the “X” will be a number from
0 to 9. It needs to be copied to the Downloads folder and the “Extract Here” done on it
to get the RUN (executable) version. NOTE: You MAY need to right click a RUN file and
select the “properties” then select Permissions and make it Executable so it will run
(execute) when you double click it. It may be in Permissions. Check the “Allow this
file to run as a program” and close the window.
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Setting Up the RC-400 Wireless Tablet for Access to the WIFI
The RC-400 Wireless Tablet is an Android tablet with an optimized user interface and reduced
applications. The Wireless App is pre-loaded and setup, and the proper SETTINGS done to
make connection to the CommmandCNC™ PC easier. We will cover the Settings here in
case they get changed.
Opening Screen
The SETTINGS ICON on the Wireless Tablet is typically in the list of applications

TABLET SCREENS
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TABLET SETTINGS MENU

21

WIFI shows SSID of
Router and is enabled

All Connected Devices OFF. WIFI does not show up here
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When a new APP file is released, the
Wireless Pendent app needs to first be
UNINSTALLED using the APP info Menu.
The FORCE STOP may need to be used
if the APP does not show CONNECTED
and the CommandCNC PC has been
restarated.

Wireless Tablet used with CommandCNC™
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CommandCNC™ Console screen with matching RUN screen of the RC-400 Wireless
Tablet
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Getting connection between RC-400 Wireless Tablet and
CommandCNC PC:
In Order to use the RC-400 to connect and control a CommandCNC PC you must have the
following:
1. CandCNC Supplied Wireless Android tablet with WIRELESS PENDANT (apk) installed
and functional.
2. You MUST have the specific LICENSE for that Wireless Device installed on the
CommandCNC PC.
3. The Tablet ID (unique number for a tablet) and the SYSTEM ID on the
COMMANDCNC PC must BOTH sync with the assigned License. A tablet will only talk
to one CommandCNC PC. While you can have multiple tablets and multiple
CommandCNC PCs in one network, they MUST BE “Paired” through the LICENSE
number issued for a specific tablet and CommandCNC PC pair. The INFO tab on the
Wireless Tablet shows the connection status and if the License is VALID. Only a valid
license allows communication.
4. In order to obtain a license the SYSTEM ID (a unique number based on hardware IDs)
must be submitted along with the Tablet ID.
Setting up CommandCNC™ to use with the RC-400 Wireless tablet:
1. You must have a release of CommandCNC™ that supports Wireless Tablet. That will
be release 1.2.9.10 or higher.
2. The Advanced settings must be configured in the Configurator to turn on the Wireless
Pendant.
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3. Check Enable Wireless Pendant check box.
4. SAVE any changes to a Configuration using SAVE button.
5. Make note of the SYSTEM ID number. You can highlight and use the clipboard to put it
in a text document using Mousepad or you can write it down. It is IMPORTANT that that
number be correct. If it’s used to generate a license for the Wireless Tablet and it’s wrong, the
license will report as INVALID.

SYSTEM ID number is located in the
HELP/ABOUT windows. The
CUSTOMER ID is not part of the
Wireless connection. It Activates the
hardware on the main system.
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This INFO page shows the DEVICE ID (aka
Tablet ID). It is the unique number of the RC400 Wireless tablet. NOTE: While WIFI is
Connected (tablet has a WIFI connection) the
tablet is NOT connected to the CommandCNC
PC. Not being connected can be from several
causes, but in this case the CommandCNC PC
was not connected to a WIFI router.

CONNECTION NOTES: Getting connection between RC-400 Wirelss Tablet

and CommandCNC PC:
Here are some connection notes that can help if you fire up the tablet and do not show the
CONNECTED bar. This assumes the Tablet ID and the System ID are correct and you have
had connection in the past:
1. Check the WIFI indicator on the LINUX box and make sure it shows the WIFI router ID you
used to setup the tablet. If it shows a “square”, then it’s not connected to the router.
2. If you have to force the connection, you will need to restart CommandCNC.
3. If you still do not get a CONNECTED bar, then make sure the CONFIG you are running
has the Wireless turned ON in the ADVANCED tab. If you make any changes in the CONFIG
you have to SAVE and restart CommandCNC.
4. It is possible the RC-400 app needs to be restarted. You can stop it by selecting the
bottom Android navigation (arrow/circle/square) at the bottom. You may need to swipe UP at
the bottom to see those controls. Select the SQUARE and you will see an option bar come
up that says “CLEAR ALL”. Tap that and it will shut down the RC-400 app and you can then
restart it from the main menu of applications.
5. Since there needs to be a handshake between the Tablet and the CommandCNC
Computer, there is a connection confirmation LED on the CommandCNC™ screen that shows
when it is connected to an RC-400. You can have a WIFI connected and get an INVALID
License indicator if the License is not for that specific pair of tablet and CommandCNC
systems.

RC
Connect
LED
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6. To have a VALID connection, both the SYSTEM ID and the DEVICE ID (Tablet ID) have
to be submitted and match the two devices. Those two devices will only talk to each other.

Two numbers needed for
License to connect. Each
system ID wil be different.
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RC-400 SETUP MAIN SCREEN.
Allows jogging and setup of the machine. NOTE: 4 th axis (A) is only displayed if that axis is
active in the CONFIG loaded at the PC Console. Outputs are displayed if defined and
displayed at the console.
Current
Connection Status

Axis DROs show
postions in UNITS.
The position is
RELATIVE (WORK
ZERO). “A” axis only
appears if a 4th A axis
has been defined in the
A Axis only shows if
CONFIG. The WORK
There is an A axis
position is relative to
Defined in the CONFIG
WORK ZERO.

E-STOP button can be
activated from RC-400
OR from the keyboard
at the console. RC400 is in sync with
Console at all times.
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Unit must be CONNECTED before it
can be brought out of E-STOP.
Buttons are non-functional when in
ESTOP.

HOME BUTTONS: Use to
manually HOME each axis.
Pushing button causes selected axis
to move towards its HOME
SENSOR and establishes
MACHINE ZERO. It is
IMPORTANT that a machine have
HOME switches and be able to set
MACHINE ZERO. WORK ZERO
is retained internally as OFFSET
from HOME, so performing a
HOME will reset a lost WORK
position. ALWAYS HOME the
machine on startup.
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The ZERO buttons reset the WORK
ZEROs. The WORK position shown on
the DROs is relative to WORK ZERO.
While MACHINE Zero is set by the
HOMES, WORK Zero can be any place
on the table and the CODE runs based on
WORK Zero. This allows a cut file to be
moved anyplace on the table/machine and
cut from there. The danger is that X or Y
numbers can exceed the actual distance an
axis can move. That can be avoided by
setting the “Soft Limits” (Axis moving
and max travel) in the CONFIG at the
Console (Configurator).
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NOTE: All CommandCNC setups use TWO coordinate systems: The MACHINE
coordinates are referenced to the axis HOME position. The WORK coordinates are
referenced to the manually set WORK Zeros using the “Zero” buttons. While WORK zero will
change, HOME is fixed (absolute) and established by the HOME sensors and a HOME move.
WORK positions are stored internally as an OFFSET from the HOME but displayed in the
DROs as relative to the WORK zeros that are set. CODE is relative to WORK zero.

The JOG WHEEL has action buttons to jog XY and Z at the JOG SPEEDS selected in the Jog
Speed radio buttons. X and Y can be jogged at 90 degree angles or at a diagonal direction using
the arrow buttons. The Axis will move in short bursts if the buttons are tapped. The distance is
based on the tap frequency and the JOG Speed. If the jog speed is held down, the axis moves at
a constant rate based on the Jog Speed Setting. Only one button can be active at a time. The
Jog Wheel can be used to move the tool around the table and the Axis Readouts reflect the
RELATIVE position from WORK ZERO. The Operator can switch from Fast to Medium or Slow
to get finer control. See the Jog Speed information about INCREMENTAL Jog.

JOG BUTTONS move related axis at the
JOG SPEED selected. Tap quickly for
short moves.

The JOG SPEED buttons are “Radio Buttons”. Pressing
one cancels the prior selection. The Speeds are based on
the MAX Velocity in motor tuning in the CONFIG. The
following typically applies:
1. Fast = 100% 2. Medium = 50% 3. Slow= 20%
The Control can be switched to INCREMENTAL mode
where a single click of Jog Button will move the axis the
precise amount of the selected distance. So if the .001 is
active then each time the axis button is hit, the axis moves
that exact amount. If the button stays depressed it starts
to repeat at approx 5 times per second. Very precise
motion can be done using this control. This is especially
useful when doing a manual touch off for Z .
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Continuous/
Incremental Function
Switch. Selection
options change with
Function.

SPECIAL FUNCTION Buttons. These
buttons perform custom functions that can
be used during SETUP.
The TOUCH OFF
when in Plasma
Mode performs a Z
touch off function.
Machine must have
an installed and
working Touch Off
Sensor.
Load Material is a
way to move the
torch or cutting
tool out of the way
to Load Material
without hitting the
gantry or tool.
To use Load Material You MUST
have HOME switches to establish
MACHINE ZERO. Load Material is
based on MACHINE ZERO NOT
WORK ZERO. It is the absolute
position away from MACHINE 0,0,0
in XYand Z. The actual position is
set in the MANUAL Tab of
CommandCNC™.

SAFETY BUTTON

+

MANUAL OUTPUT ACTIVATE:
Activates / deactivates the listed
Outputs

To ACTIVATE an OUTPUT: The
SAFETY BUTTON must be tapped first
BEFORE the OUTPUT button is
selected. This prevents accidental
activation of an output .
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NOTE: E-STOP must be in RUNNING (Green) and Safety Button ON before
outputs will actually activate. The indicator buttons will show RED (ON)
but RED E-STOP prevents ANY output from being active.

THE RUN SCREEN
This Menu allows you to RUN the Machine from the RC-400
Wireless Tablet.
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SCROLL UP
SCROLL
DOWN
Scrolls the
object
highlighted by
the CURSOR
UP or DOWN

SELECT
Selects object
highlighted

CUT FILE Display: Allows display of g-code cut files that are stored in the NC_Files
folder on the CommandCNC PC. Use the scroll arrows to scroll though the files in
that folder and then the SELECT LOADS that file in to the CommandCNC cut queue.
Only files in the NC-files directory (folder) will show and can be loaded to RUN.

To Display the actual G-Code of the SELECTED file the CODE DISPLAY button is
selected. The code can be scanned prior to the RUN being selected by using the
SCROLL UP and SCROLL DOWN arrows.
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CODE DISPLAY: This Displays the current
loaded G-code and allows scrolling up or
down though the code.

TOOLPATH: NOT CURRENLTY ACTIVE.
FUTURE OPTION . Will display toolpath in
upper window NOT USED.

CUT FILES: Displays all G-Code (cut)
files in the nc_files directory (folder) of
the CommadnCNC Computer. For a file
name to show up it must be placed in
that directory.

DRO DISPLAY: Shows the XYZ (and A if
active) Digital Roadouts . Numbers are in
the Units (inches or MM) its set to. The
display is in sync with the DROs at the
CommandCNC PC Console screen
Readout is RELATIVE to WORK ZERO.

NOTE: The Screen and buttons are interactive. You can use the scroll arrows or you
can use your finger to “slide” the lines up or down. You can use the SELECT button to select
the highlighted line OR you can simply TAP the line to select it. Since the lines are small and
may be difficult to tap, we have provided both ways to scroll and select. It works on the CUT
FILES to view and select a file to LOAD and it works for CODE Display.
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The Code ACTION buttons perform the
related actions on the loaded code. Buttons
only respond if there is valid G-code loaded.
The three Action buttons are the same as
what are on the screen of the CommandCNC
console. They are independent of the other
buttons. The process of running code is as
follows:
1. Find the code (cut file) you want to run.
You can do this either at the CommadnCNC
Consloe and load any file accessable from
that control OR the Tablet interface is used to
load a Cut file located in the nc_files directory.
2. The SELECT is used to LOAD the
highlighted file name.
3. Any presets or other settings can be done
prior to the RUN CODE button being pressed.
RUN CODE: This button starts the
G-Code file FROM THE
BEGINNING of the file It DOES
not RUN FROM a highlighted line
of code.
PAUSE CODE: Pauses
Execution of the Code (stops
motion. May leave outputs ON
PAUSE button is also RESUME
Button color changes when in
PAUSED mode.
STOP CODE. Stops execution of
code and turns all outputs OFF.
This is not the same as E-STOP.

Software
Version

LOGO

Code Running
Status

WIFI
Status

Battery
Charge

Time

Tablet to CommandCNC
Connection Status
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Pausing and Resuming Code execution
The CommandCNC™ system allows for stopping, rewinding and Starting code at any
point. The RC-400 supports that process using the RUN FROM process.
The G-code can be scrolled using the Up and Down arrows or by sliding (swiping) with the
finger. The highlighted line is the current line and the RUN FROM will start code execution
from that line.
Selected Line:
Highlighted...

RUN FROM.
Starts code
running from
the
Highlighted
Line (current
Line)
Current GCode Line #

Its recommend to rewind and start from the previous M5 even prior to the segment you want
to cut or re-cut. The machine does not maintain “State” so it will not re-fire the torch or do a
touch off if you start in the middle of a cut.
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To pick up a missed cut in plasma, there is a defined sequence that will be explained in the
DTHC controls section.
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Feedrate and Feedrate Overider (FRO) Controls
The g-code contains Feedrate numbers expressed as an “F” associated with a G1, G2 or G3
type command. While G0 is a RAPID call and moves at the max speed of the machine
(defined by the Max Velocity of the motor tuning in the CONFIG). The F sets the maximum
CONTROLLED feedrates on cutting type moves. The feedrate for plasma is important
because the voltage parameters from the arc gap are a function of both the arc gap (height)
AND the amount of material being cut. The slower the feedrate the less material gets into the
flame and the less the density causing the flame to be “starved” for material and cutting air.
That in turn causes the resistance to increase and requires more voltage to maintain the fixed
cut current. Basically the slower the feedrate the higher the voltage is for a given material
thickness. For that reason, as the feedrate slows to turn a corner or cut a sharp turn, the
voltage increases and the DTHC responds by lowering the torch to lower the voltage back to
the PRESET value. The result is TORCH DIVE. CommandCNC™ has the ability to monitor
the ACUTAL feedrate in REAL TIME and instantly disable the DTHC as long as the lower
feedrate is happening. This is known as VAD: Velocity Anti Dive.
For that reason it is best to NOT alter Commanded feedrate (the value from the g-code)
NOTE: The CommandCNC system when used with SheetCAM has Stored Settings
that define the material and cut parameters and preset those parameters into the Gcode. While it can be used manually and the values set to any desired, the results
can be unpredictable.

We have included a bar graph type Feedrate Override that shows a % above or below 100
% of the COMMANDED (from code) feedrate. Just be aware that changing the Commanded
feedrate (if it’s correct for that material and Amp setting) is NOT recommended. When you
change the feedrate you change the trigger point for the VAD anti dive as well. So if you
lower the FRO by 10% you will lower the VAD trigger point (which is by default at 85%) by
that amount. So if the base (commanded) feedrate is 100 IPM the VAD triggers when it hits
85 IPM ACTUAL feedrate in real time. If you lower the FRO by 105, now the feedrate is at 90
IPM and the VAD trigger point is at 76.5 IPM. Wide variations of FRO renders the DTHC
ineffective.
ACTUAL
FEEDRATE

So when is using the FRO a good idea?
1. When testing with the DTHC off at a fixed height to get voltage baselines at a different
feedrates.
2. When using another tool like a Plate Marker, Router/Engraver, or Oxy-Fuel type that has
no DTHC.
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NOTE: the ACTUAL feedrate as shown in the FeedRate DRO is the speed of the tool over
the surface. It’s the COMBINED speed of all the axis. For the detailed inclined, it’s the
vector velocity of both X and Y motion. Its possible to have a higher ACTUAL feedrate than
the base (commanded) feedrate. Actual feedrate also varies based on the toolpath the
machine has to track. CommandCNC™ gives preference to accuracy (toolpath tracking)
versus speed and VAD controls any diving from slowing to hold accuracy on detailed cuts.
USING THE RC-400 to CONTROL THE DTHC

.

THE DTHC PANEL
The DTHC panel is used to display the current status and values of the DTHC in near Real
time. The important DRO’s are the TORCH VOLTS and the PRESET VOLTS.
TORCH VOLTS. This DISPLAYS the actual voltage AT THE TORCH as it’s cutting. This
DRO is active all of the time. It should only read voltage when the torch is fired. This value
comes from the PWMII which is a small digital sender unit that scales and converts a divided
voltage into a Pulse Width Modulated signal which is read by the DTHC module and used to
measure the height. The analog voltage is converted to a PWM signal to make it less
susceptible to external noise.
PRESET VOLTS. The “Target Volts” that the DTHC is set to maintain. The VOLTAGE at the
torch is a function of the arc gap (torch height above the material) and some other factors. By
keeping the AMPS constant and the other factors controlled, the torch volts then varies
PROPORTIONAL to the torch height. RAISING the torch height raises the Torch volts.
Lowering the torch, lowers the torch volts. The DTHC compares the TORCH VOLTS to the
PRESET VOLTS and moves the torch up or down to make it match the PRESET. This
happens very fast at the DTHC. To Prevent oscillation there is a slow down the closer the
voltage is to the preset and there is a “dead zone” of about 1 volt (default) where the UP and
DOWN is stopped.
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SAMPLE VOLTS: This is a display of the “Sample at the Start” of the cut . Its a feature that
can be turned onor off at the console. It a form or automatic adjustment for the PRESET
VOLTS value. It takes a volage sample at the beginning of a cut (prior to the DTHC turn on )
and it “samples” the voltage and compares it to the Preset value. If its within a preset %
(adjustable at the console) it resets the Preset with the new value. This allows for changes in
material density , consumable wear and variations in environmental conditons of a few volts .
This is informational only and is not settable via the RC-400

TORCH ON /OFF: This is both an indicator and a control button. The button color turns red anytime
the torch is fired, from the code or from the control/console. The torch can be manually fired by
pressing this button and un-fired by pressing it again. In normal operation, the G-code fires the torch
at the correct times so the button is used as an indicator. There are times when the torch may need to
be fired with code not running. The Torch On button can do that. Unlike the TORCH button on the
SETUP Menu, it does not require a pre-stroke of the safety button.
DTHC OFF/ON: This is a combo button and indicator. It shows the status of the DTHC by its color
and it allows manually turning the DTHC on or off DURING a cut. It is used in conjunction with the
DTHC Auto. It’s important to understand the operation of the DTHC and its inner action with the GCode. The specialized POST for SheetCAM supplied controls the cut by cut on/off of the DTHC.
When it’s in AUTO mode, it listens to the code and is enabled at the beginning of a cut (provided the
cut length meets minimum length rules). Using the DTHC OFF during a cut disables the DTHC (Z
stops moving up and down) for the DURATION OF THAT ONE SEGMENT OF CUT. Once the torch
turns off and it moves to a new pierce point and fires, the DTHC is automatically re-triggered.
DTHC MANUAL/AUTO (toggle): This button determines if the DTHC triggers off the G-code calls or if
it is fully manual. In MANUAL mode it only triggers off of the state of the DTHC ON/OFF button. The
operator has full control. It is recommended this be left in AUTO unless the cuts are ones that do not
work well with the DTHC. An example would be a cut that is very close to other cuts or voids or over
the dge of the material. In most circumstances it’s best to let the software and the DTHC work in auto
mode. Plasma cutting happens at a very high feedrate on thinner material and its difficult to
manually adjust or trigger the DTHC ON and OFF.
NOTE: There is a setting in the OPERATIONS of SheetCAM called “Min Cut length for DTHC”. This
setting defaults to 1” during a cut it knows the length of each segment. And if it’s LESS than the Min
Cut Length, it keeps the DTHC off. This will automatically prevent torch dive on small or short cuts
and small holes. The value can be increased to catch larger diameter holes. The “length “ is the total
length of the cut, so it the circumference of the hole plus the leadins/outs. It’s a quick way to cut small
holes without torch diving.
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.

TORCH ENABLED: This button is a toggle to ENABLE or DISABLED the TORCH from firing
based on the TORCH ON (M3) command in g-code. It’s useful to disable the torch to do
testing without the torch firing or the DTHC coming on (DTHC is automatically disabled with
the torch disabled). It’s also a useful tool in going back and picking up a missed or bad cut.
By rewinding to the beginning of a segment or a cut and using the Torch Enable/Disable to
keep the torch off and disable the DTHC, the torch can touch off and move over the cut area
that is good, then just prior to the bad spot, the TORCH is ENABLED and it fires and makes
the cut and also turns on the DTHC if it’s set to AUTO. The process is covered in the
Advanced Use section along with the RUN FROM. It’s also a way to do a “Dry Cut” meaning
the torch moves over the material and traces out the cut but does not fire or cut the material.
It’s handy to see how a file will cut in size and location without wasting material.

VAD ON/OFF: VAD is an acronym for Velocity Anti Dive. It monitors the actual Feedrate in
REAL TIME and compares it to the Commanded feedrate (from the g-code). It senses when
the actual feedrate slows down to hold the toolpath and to make turns and corners. It is set
so that if the actual feedrate drops below 85% of the Commanded feedrate it instantly
disables the DTHC and prevents diving. Once the feedrate gets back to 100% It enables the
DTHC again. The VAD is really important on complex and detailed cuts and the DTHC
ON/OFF will cycle very fast. The DTHC model has a BLUE enabled indicator that will also
show the state of the DTHC in real time. Its recommended to leave VAD ON to prevent torch
diving in corners and tight turns.
AUTOSET ON/OFF: Autoset is the process of sampling the torch volts at the beginning of
each cut and changing the PRESET VOLTS automatically to match the sample if it is within
the preset range. The value of the Sample (what it reads) is in the SAMPLE VOLTS DRO).
Autoset should be enabled for most cuts. Autoset rejects voltages outside the range of the
tolerance set in upper and lower volts.
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DTHC STATUS INDICATORS

The DTHC STATUS indicators gives a real time display of the DTHC and what is
happening. At a glance, the Operator can check the operation of the DTHC and watch it
change as it cuts.
UP indicator: Shows when the DTHC is moving the Z UP. It does NOT show Up movement from
jogging or g-code moves; it’s to indicate the DTHC is active and moving the Z.
DOWN indicator: Shows when the DTHC is moving the Z DOWN. It does NOT show Down movement
from jogging or G-Code moves. A working DTHC will flash Up and Down moves as it cuts.
ARC OK: Arc OK is the signal that comes back from the plasma that confirms there is a VALID arc
cutting metal. It is used by the DTHC to determine when there is an actual arc making a cut. If the
ARC OK is not ON after the torch fires, the system will STOP motion. In normal operation this is a
HOLD (hold motion) and it comes FROM the DTHC to stop motion. A hold is exerted when the torch
fires and until there is a valid arc OK. It keeps the table from moving and missing part or all of a cut.
The ARC OK is part of the pierce and cut sequence and lack of it indicates something is wrong at the
torch. The ARC OK should come on and stay on during a cut.
HOLD: This is a MOTION HOLD. It’s sent FROM the DTHC to keep the XYZ motion on hold until a
release signal is sensed. It is not sent from software. It is coupled with the ARC OK and TORCH
FIRE to sense when the torch has the ability to cut. HOLD is normally very short and temporary. It
should be OFF most of the time.
DTHC DELAY. In the process of firing the torch, moving from Pierce Height to Cut Height and getting
a valid arc, the DTHC is kept off. AFTER the torch reaches the CUT HEIGHT in its pierce, move the
DTHC is ENABLED (if its in AUTO) and if its called from G-Code. At that time a timer starts to let the
voltage spike from the pierce dissipate BEFORE the DTHC starts to actually read and react to the
TORCH VOLTS. This is the DTHC DELAY. It should be long enough for the voltage to stabilize after
the pierce and short enough to be effective after the cut starts. The Default is 1 sec. That may be too
long for very thin material with high XY travel rates or for heavily warped or corrugated material. The
value is settable in the parameters in SheetCAM and there is also an AUTO setting that figures out the
correct delay based on cut parameters. The indicator is there to show that the DTHC is in delay
mode. The indicator will flash quickly at the beginning of a cut. Setting LONG DTHC delays does not
help. It does not increase the pierce time (which is determined by PIERCE DELAY in the cut file). If

the DTHC is misbehaving after the cut starts in the XY direction, its typically not a delay issue.
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DTHC ONLINE: THIS IS AN IMPORTANT INDICATOR. It shows that the DTHC is
communicating with the software. It’s a confirmation of the RS485 connection status
between the DTHC through the RS485 4 Port Hub to the CommadnCNC™ software. IT
SHOULD BE ON ALL OF THE TIME THAT THE CONTROLLER AND PC ARE POWDERED
UP and CommandCNC™ is loaded and active. Lack of DTHC ONLINE will keep the DTHC
from being updated with new values, prevent the display on the console and the RC-400 of
Torch Volts, UP and DOWN and other DTHC indicators and in some cases prevent the torch
from firing.

Output Status Indicators
These indicators show the active status of each output. These are not buttons and do not
change the state of the outputs; they simply show if they are ON (RED) or OFF (Grey) the
number of outputs defined in the CONFIG you are running determines the number that
appear in this panel.
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Picking up a missed cut.
If the machine skips a section of a cut or the job stops prior to completing and the torch turns
off, here is the procedure to go back and pick up the cut:
1. Note the line number the code stopped on; DO THIS BEFORE YOU DO ANY other
functions. If you don’t know the line number or the file did not stop, you will need to scroll
through the code and find the spot. IT IS EASIER TO DO THIS ON THE CommandCNC™
Console since you can see both the G-Code display AND the toolpath, and they are locked to
each other. You can go to a segment on the toolpath, click it, and it will take you to the GCode. You can highlight a line in the G-Code and it will show you the cut segment it’s in.
2. Pull the Code display up and scroll to the Line. SCROLL BACK to the beginning of that cut
by finding the M3 S100 commend in the g-code prior to the spot you want to re-cut. From
that line scroll back to the prior M5 (torch off) line. Highlight that line.
3. A manual touch-off using the Touch off button in the MANUAL tab or the touch off button
on the RC-400 will set the torch to the top of material.
4. Disable the TORCH using the Disable Torch checkbox in CommandCNC OR the Torch/
Enabled/Torch Disabled toggle button

5. With the torch off the material, hit the RUN FROM button and the motion will start and the
TORCH fire will happen BUT THE TORCH WILL NOT FIRE AS LONG AS THE TORCH
DISABLED IS SHOWING. Watch the torch move along the cut path until its about 1/2”
BEFORE the section you want to re-cut.
6. Hit the Torch Disabled Button and it will change to Enabled and fire the torch and it will
start the cut and the DTHC will turn on IF you have it in AUTO and the DTHC ON active.
NOTE: If you do not want the DTHC to be active, put it in MANUAL mode and OFF. The torch
will not do a normal pierce sequence and then drop to cut height. It needs to fire over a
section that is already cut.
7. Let the section cut and then STOP the code. Do not hit PAUSE.
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RC400 With Router and Spindle Speed
The RC400 can be used with Router and (at this time) limited Spindle Speed Fuctions.
The following shows the change in the screens when a Router or Spindle CONFIG in
CommandCNC™ The swtich to a ROUTER type Macnie Type (Config) causes some
Moinor changes in the
SETUP screens .

This Button turns
OFF the Spindle and
moves the XYZ axis
To a PRESET
Tool Change Position
Tool Touch Off Button
Causes the machine to
Move into a Preset XYZ
Postion and performs a
Tool length touch off
Sequence .This is a
MANUAL Touch OFF
Same as Initial Tool

Probe
f
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In order to use the Tool Touch off (Tool Setter) option you must have a Tool Setter
Sensorr on the table at a predefined location. Setup and use of that device and how to
implement Semi Automated tool Change (SATC) is covered in the ISS-05 Spindle Speed
User Manual . Below is the screen shot from the MANUAL tab of the COMMANDCNC™
screen and shows the input box to put in the locations of the Tool Change and the Tool Setter
(tool touch offr) devices.
Tool Touch Off Button
Causes the machine to
Move into a Preset XYZ
Postion and performs a
Tool length touch off
Sequence .This is a
MANUAL Touch OFF
Same as Initial Tool

Probe

ToolChange Posiion is
The XY and Z location to
Move the Machine to
Implement a manual
Tool Change
Tool Settere Posiion is
The XY and Z location to
Move the Machine to
Implement a manual
Tool Touchoff
Once the macnine is wtup and the locationsa re defined at the CommandCNC™ Consolde,
activating the Tool Touch off and the Move to Tool Change buttons on the RC400 let you do
the iinitial (first tool) setup while the remainer of the tools in the job are called and handled
from code
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USING RC400 WIRELESS TABLET WITH SIMPLE ROUTER
The SIMPLE ROUTER screen allows a conventional router to be plugged inot
the AUX AC outlets on he CommandCNC™ Control and be setup to simply turn the router ON
and OFF with an “M” command . You canuse this WITH a SATC to swap router bits although
its not as rapid as a Spindle head using ER collets. There are ER collet adapters for
conventional routers

Output SAFETY has
Be OFF before Outputs
Will turn on
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Here is a screen shot of how to setup CommandCNC™ with a Simple Router (no Soindle
Speed) using a conventional AC router plugged inot the AUX A ouput on a
Bladerunner/G5/G5Xl or MP3700 . The M3 command in the G-Code turns the AUXA outlet
ON and the M5 turns it off. The Flood Pump (option) was plugged into AUX B output.
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USING THE RC4000 WIRELESS TABLET WITH SPINDLE SPEED
(PRELIMINARY)
IMPORTANT: The following information is tentative and will change with
later releases of the RC400 Wireless Tablet Application . Updates are free
for 1 year after purchase.
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